Repair of genome destabilizing lesions.
Living organisms are constantly exposed to detrimental agents both from the environment (e.g. ionizing radiation, ultraviolet light, natural and synthetic chemicals) and from endogenous metabolic processes (e.g. oxidative and hydrolytic reactions), resulting in modifications of proteins, lipids and DNA. Proteins and lipids are degraded and resynthesized, but the DNA is replicated only during cell division, when DNA damage may result in mutation fixation. Thus the DNA damage generated has the potential to lead to carcinogenesis, cell death, or other genetic disorders in the absence of efficient error-free repair. Because modifications in DNA sequence or structure may be incompatible with its essential role in preservation and transmission of genetic information from generation to generation, exquisitely sensitive DNA repair pathways have evolved to maintain genomic stability and cell viability. This review focuses on the repair and processing of genome destabilizing lesions and helical distortions that differ significantly from the canonical B-form DNA in mammalian cells. In particular, we discuss the introduction and processing of site-specific lesions in mammalian cells with an emphasis on psoralen interstrand crosslinks.